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media super fans. These fans create fan pages for a particular sports team or player and 
consistently post information and news about them resulting in thousands and thousands 
of followers. This study also provides a more in depth look at the sport of MMA and 
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and apply them to NASCAR. Overall trends of sports fans using social media for 
engagement can support my points on how NASCAR uses social media to engage with 
its fans.  
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This study looks at sport as an important institution in our society. The researches look at 
sport from a sociological perspective and analyzes five different functions that explain 
why individuals are motivated to engage in sports, whether it is actively or passively. The 



five functions examined are psychological well being, self-expression, pride-in-place, 
social integration, and clarification of gender roles. The explanation of these five 
functions can be used to categorize sports fans. For my research I can use these categories 
to examine if NASCAR is reaching fans on all these levels. Through social media there 
are different platforms that can reach different audiences. I will also be able to examine 
these functions on the different platforms.  
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make a significant point about how NASCAR fans are different from other types of 
sports fans. They are different in that they follow loyally one driver and without 
geographical boundaries, they are loyal to driver sponsors, they stay longer at events, and 
they have a different type of communication with drivers. This was very interesting to me 
because while I have taken notes about all these aspects of NASCAR fans, I did notice 
that there was such a significant difference from other sports. I would definitely like to 
touch on this in my paper and then see what social media implications it has because 
these types of fans can certainly dictate what NASCAR does on social media and why 
they do it so well.  
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This study examines the parasocial interaction among NASCAR fans. This type of 
interaction occurs when fans imagine having a relationship with an athlete or feel they are 
apart of their world. This occurs often in the sporting world because fans tend to 
experience a feeling of connectedness to their team, or in this case their driver. The 
authors of this study also give a detailed background of NASCAR fandom and how 
extensively the sport is growing in popular culture. The study then goes into a deeper 
study of the parasocial relationship of NASCAR fans. Even though I will not be looking 
at the in depth details of the study, it gives me another aspect of why social media is such 
a needed form for NASCAR. Because of these types of relationships it is important for 
the sport and the drivers to be able to reach out to their fans give them a continuing sense 
that they are part of a community.  
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In this article the authors looks at how sports teams use social media from a marketing 
stand point. They acknowledge the relationships teams make with fans and how this can 
be used on multiple levels and especially on Twitter. This article looks at Twitter in 
particular because it is a platform that can send out planned and unplanned messages 
quickly to a vast amount of followers. This paper then examines four different 



motivations in marketing that describes a users engagement on Twitter. They are 
Information Motivation, Pass-time Motivation, Fanship Motivation, and Entertainment 
motivation. In my paper I can use this as a resource to examine how NASCAR applies 
this different motivations through social media. I can look at different social media 
campaigns they have and the variety of content they send out.  
 
 
 
 


